BRIGANDAGE LOG #05 (04/13/2010) – Ricoto


Recap (Dikiyoba/Iliau)
We found an attacked caravan, which led us to a group of very unperceptive bandits. We spent a long time killing them off one-by-one before running into the head bandit. The head bandit was a very crazy mage that I forget the name of. Once he was dead, we searched the area for loot. We found a note and a map, though I have forgotten the details. After that, we rested. We woke up to a cliffhanger.
Casper (Rowen)
Crazy bandit was named Squirmy Yurilesano.
DM (Nioca)
...
Hell, even I couldn't remember that.
Though I don't think "Squirmy" was in there. :-P
Okay, so let's go.
Thankfully, the massive blizzard of yesterday has subsided, and fresh snow blankets the ground. The sky has turned a clear and shiny blue, and warm sun helps stave off the constant chill of the wind.
Whether that matters right now is another story. For you can hear the sounds of conversation coming from outside. Raised voices argue with each other, and they seem to be getting closer.
Xuan (Dantius)
I look around. What is the layout of the room? Are there any windows?
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
Are there any good hiding places?
DM (Nioca)
There is one window and a few old beds.
Presumably behind the beds.
The rest of the room is mostly empty.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I peer out the window.
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
I try to make out what the people are saying.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
(Perception)
DICE
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Xuan (Dantius)
Is the window glass? Barred? Too small to crawl out of?
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
Should I roll that?
DM (Nioca)
If you want.
DICE
duckinatophat rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
(these dice are not fair)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Bah. They're too far away. They aren't headed for us yet, though."
DM (Nioca)
There's no glass, it's not barred, and it looks just large enough to crawl out of (if not large enough to do so comfortably)
Casper (Rowen)
I go and hide stand against the wall right next to the door so that if it opens I can jump anyone coming in.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Would leaving through the window take us away from them, then?"
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
"They're coming closer," I whisper frantically.
Xuan (Dantius)
(whisper)"Right. If we ascertain that they're unfriendly, one or two of us can escape and get the jump on them from behind, while the rest do a diversionary frontal assault"
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
"I'll go out through the window and sneak up on them."
Xuan (Dantius)
"I nominate myself and Erika"
Harosh (Ephesos)
(whisper) "And who do you nominate to distract the potential unfriendly individuals of unknown power?"
"..."
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
Would the window take us away?
DM (Nioca)
The argument sounds very close now.
Xuan (Dantius)
"The rest of you, of course. And your dog."
DM (Nioca)
To an extent, but you'd likely be seen.
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
I climb out the window as stealthily as possible.
Casper (Rowen)
I ready a knife in both hands.
DICE
duckinatophat rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
(stealth)
Xuan (Dantius)
(are they still outside, or is the lair just one room?)
(Same as Duck)
DM (Nioca)
(Multiple buildings)
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
DM (Nioca)
Erika easily shimmies out the window.
Xuan is less lucky... He winds up getting stuck halfway through, just as the door pops open.
Casper (Rowen)
I grab the first person to enter the room and throw them on the ground.
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
DM (Nioca)
A stout, heavily armed and armored elven brigand stands outside, blinking in surprise. He apparently was not expecting someone to be here.
DICE
duckinatophat rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Brigand (NPC)
"Oy, Sam! There's someone over here!"
Xuan (Dantius)
(I guess I have no action currently?)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Do us a favor and kill the human in the window, will you?"
DM (Nioca)
The brigand stares oddly at you.
Harosh (Ephesos)
If Casper succeeds in throwing the brigand to the ground, Harosh will sprinkle nonlethal Tanglebarb Vines on the brigand.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
DM (Nioca)
You hear a voice outside.
"And just what do you think you're doing?"
Casper (Rowen)
(I don't think anyone came in through the door, just opened it.)
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
I hurriedly stab the elf in the doorway and retreat back into the building.
DICE
duckinatophat rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
DM (Nioca)
The knife rams into the elf's back, who yelps in pain.
You hear a shout from outside.
"Stop! STOP!"
The elf draws a blade and starts to enter, but gets held back by a rather panicked-looking dragonborn male.
"Everybody, hold it for a moment!"
Harosh (Ephesos)
I stand with my shovel awkwardly poised, about halfway through a swing.
DM (Nioca)
"I know what happened here was awful, but we need to be consolidating our power, not fighting amongst ourselves!"
The dragonborn draws himself up with dignity.
"I'm sorry if our appearance startled you. We're the convoy Reat was sending back for the rest of the stuff. What exactly happened here?"
The elven brigand sullenly puts his blade away as two more brigands appear.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"We were attacked. We worried you had come to finish us off."
Xuan (Dantius)
(can I roll to get back in the room now, since there's no combat?)
DM (Nioca)
One of them utters a chant, and the wound on the elf vanishes.
Xuan (Dantius)
(*facepalm*)
DM (Nioca)
(You're already back in the room.)
DM (Nioca)
Bluff check, Eph.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
Harosh (Ephesos)
(was so expecting a fumble...)
DM (Nioca)
The dragonborn nods.
Xuan (Dantius)
"Thank you. The camp was attacked by some rival brigands. To the best of our knowledge, we are the only ones surviving." (diplomacy)
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Sam (NPC)
"So we saw. Can't believe what happened to old Yuri."
Casper (Rowen)
"I think it best if we pack up and get out of here as soon as we can."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"I could barely stand to look at him."
Harosh (Ephesos)
(looking around to see if there are any more than these four)
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
Xuan (Dantius)
"We need to consolidate our power and regroup. Now that this camp has been found, we need to relocate to a safer base of operations. Do you know of any other locales where you might be safe?" 
Sam (NPC)
"But rivals? Seriously? Wow... I know there's an increase in brigands around here, but... wow."
"Pickings must be getting slim."
DM (Nioca)
There only appears to be the four brigands.
The dragonborn considers for a moment.
Xuan (Dantius)
"Exactly. Fighting amongst ourselves is exactly what the guards want. They're probably sitting back in the capital now, laughing and swigging mead as they watch us kill one another. Swine."
Xuan (Dantius)
(I'm guessing I don't need to roll diplo checks for everything I say, just the one?)
DM (Nioca)
(I'll let you know if further checks are needed.)
Sam (NPC)
"The name's Sam, by the way. And the closest locale is probably Thane. You're safest there until we finish relocating."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"It stands to reason that once we've stolen from everyone else, the only people to steal from are ourselves..."
Sam (NPC)
"I must ask, though, how did you survive? Did you see your attackers?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"I was out on patrol... It all happened while I was gone."
Xuan (Dantius)
"Yeah. They wore a red hand imprinted in a black circle on their armor. They seemed pretty powerful."
DM (Nioca)
Bluff checks from both of you.
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
Xuan (Dantius)
"You should have seen the way they took down Yurilesano"
Harosh (Ephesos)
(there is no way I can keep getting passable rolls... it's gonna crap out on me soon)
Xuan (Dantius)
"It was painful to watch."
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
I shudder to add emphasis to Xuan's words.
Maybe a tear or two as well. :P
DM (Nioca)
Sam nods, but something about the way he's looking at you suggests he's not entirely convinced.
Sam (NPC)
"Sounds like a dangerous foe."
DICE
duckinatophat rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Now that the snow has stopped, we were about to bury the dead."
I gesture to the shovel in my hands.
DM (Nioca)
Erika cries a bit.
Sam (NPC)
"Well, my advice would be to get back to Thane while you can... It's dangerous out here."
"Oh, has anyone seen a map? Or a small book that might have belonged to Yuri?"
Casper (Rowen)
"You know any shortcuts to get there? I don't like having to trudge through the snow more then I have too."
Xuan (Dantius)
"Especially given the attack. Perhaps we could relocate to the city and take up some urban crime? With the boss gone, we can take the entire profits for ourselves. It'd be easy living..."
Harosh (Ephesos)
I nudge Xuan.
"I hardly think that going from one easily-angered group to an established city's scene is a wise move."
DM (Nioca)
Sam is giving Xuan a particularly odd look now.
Sam (NPC)
"The boss? Yuri? That nutbag?"
"You're kidding, right?"
Xuan (Dantius)
I shrug, and smile slightly.
DM (Nioca)
The elven brigand mutters something in Sam's ear. He nods.
Sam (NPC)
"You still haven't answered my previous question. Do you know where the map is?"
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
I finger keep my hand on the knife in my pocket.
Casper (Rowen)
"I thought Reap, no, whats his name was in charge."
Casper (Rowen)
"And the map, last night was utter chaos, I have no idea what happened to it."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Why the hell would we know where the map is? We're new recruits. No one tells us anything."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
(Bluff)
DICE
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
Casper (Rowen)
(Bluff)
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
(two conflicting bluffs? bad)
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Map? What map?"
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Xuan (Dantius)
"Well, I saw one of the attackers bend down and search Yuri's body for something. I didn't think they came up with anything, but it was very dark.."
Xuan (Dantius)
(bluff)
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
Xuan (Dantius)
I shrug
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
(guys, we should all tell stories that match)
Harosh (Ephesos)
(Yeah, funny thing... that's what makes this difficult. If we stop to coordinate the stories, they're probably gonna notice.)
Xuan (Dantius)
(right. let's find a private chat that Nio doesn't know about. What about spiderwebrp1?)
Casper (Rowen)
(Lets all lie together in unbelievable ways so we can fight and loot these guys.)
Xuan (Dantius)
(that was a joke)
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
(yeah, but you should go along with whatever other people say too)
DM (Nioca)
Sam blinks.
Xuan (Dantius)
(how bout you let someone with high diplomacy scores and bluff talk? That was one of the reasons I designed a character focused less on combat than on auxiliary skills/diplomacy/artifice.)
Sam (NPC)
"O...kay..."
DM (Nioca)
He whispers something to one of the other brigands. You barely make out, "...more stringent policies..."
Finally, he turns back to you.
Sam (NPC)
"Well, my recommendation is still the same. Get back to Thane, reunite with the usual gang. We'll figure something out from there."
Casper (Rowen)
"So, do you know any short cuts to Thane from here or not?"
Xuan (Dantius)
"Fine."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Right. Let's go, everyone."
I head outside.
Sam (NPC)
"Shortcuts?"
Xuan (Dantius)
I follow Harosh.
Sam (NPC)
"It's pretty much a couple day's walk south."
Harosh (Ephesos)
...I follow Iliau.
Xuan (Dantius)
On my way out, I whisper to him "Think we should take them?"
DM (Nioca)
He waves to the other brigands.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I shake my head.
DM (Nioca)
They start heading for a wagon loaded with a few meager objects.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
(Whisper) "We wait until we're out of their sight and then continue on towards Risis."
Xuan (Dantius)
(whisper)"But now they have stuff. That changes the dynamic entirely"
DM (Nioca)
(...Risis?)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
(Er... where were we going again?)
DM (Nioca)
(Ricoto)
Harosh (Ephesos)
(whisper) "They have stuff?"
Casper (Rowen)
I check the sun to see what direction south is in.
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
(whisper) "We probably shouldn't go with them to Thane. First, we would run into trouble with the guards, and second, somebody there will be bound to recognize us as the people trying to stop the brigands."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
(You can just change that for me in the log, then. :P )
DM (Nioca)
Sam calls over.
Sam (NPC)
"I hope you encounter calm travels! We have other destinations to set out to!"
DM (Nioca)
They spur a small horse on, and the wagon starts to move.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Likewise!"
Casper (Rowen)
I call back, "Travel safe!"
Xuan (Dantius)
(whisper)"Last chance to kill them? They might reveal our location to parties hunting us."
I open up the map of the island.
Harosh (Ephesos)
(whisper) "No!"
Casper (Rowen)
Once I figure out what direction south is I start trudging through the snow in that direction. 
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Why haven't we killed you yet, again?"
DM (Nioca)
Soon, the brigands cannot be seen through the trees.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I stop Casper.
Xuan (Dantius)
"Because I'm moderately useful at times."
"We need to reconnoiter to figure out where we're going next."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Thought it was north to Ricoto."
Casper (Rowen)
I stop, "Are we not going to Thane then?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"No."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Why on earth would we go to Thane?"
Casper (Rowen)
"They said we would be able to meet up with others in Thane, that could lead us to that Reap guy we are looking for."
Xuan (Dantius)
"We need to presume that our location has been compromised, or will be in a few days, and then act accordingly"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"We're well known in Thane already."
Xuan (Dantius)
"First, where would we be expected to go. We should not go there."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"And not in a way that's helpful to us."
Xuan (Dantius)
"Second, where we would be expected to hide. We cannot go there."
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
"I'm not too keen on giving that racist bartender 300 gold pieces."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"That is incredibly helpful, Xuan."
Casper (Rowen)
I roll my eyes at Xuan.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"And Erika, in all fairness, you tried to steal from one of the patrons. And Xuan threatened her pretty directly."
DM (Nioca)
There's a soft whimper behind you. A frozen dachshund wanders into the abandoned camp.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Oh hells..."
"Let's light a fire while we figure out what to do."
Casper (Rowen)
I run over and pick up the doggy.
Xuan (Dantius)
"So we cannot go to Thane, and going to Ricoto would be predictable. We cannot go there."
Harosh (Ephesos)
(as I clear ground for a fire) "How is Ricoto predictable?"
Casper (Rowen)
"Where to then mighty leader sent by the gods named Xuan?"
DM (Nioca)
The dog feels more like a jagged icicle.
(Dog HP: 1/5)
Xuan (Dantius)
"It is the nearest city that is not Thane. Hence, we might run there."
Harosh (Ephesos)
I'm gonna take 10 on lighting a fire.
DM (Nioca)
Harosh manages to get a fire going.
Casper (Rowen)
I try to warm up the dog while by the fire without cooking it.
DM (Nioca)
The sun is also managing to warm the air, though it's still not as warm as you'd like.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Iliau, perhaps try to do something about the frostbite?"
Xuan (Dantius)
"I recommend that we head to Niskos. Fort Tremerant would be preferable, though I very much doubt our ability to reach there."
DICE
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
Xuan (Dantius)
(what is my HP?)
DM (Nioca)
Iliau's staff whistles past Xuan's head.
DM (Nioca)
(12/20)
Casper (Rowen)
"Didn't that one guy we met in the graveyard tell us to go to Ricoto?"
Xuan (Dantius)
I whirl around to face Illau, and then cast Minor Heal.
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Xuan (Dantius)
"WHAT WAS THAT???"
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
"Yes, and that's why I suggest that's where we go."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Precisely, Casper."
DM (Nioca)
Xuan heals 6 of his own damage.
Casper (Rowen)
"Alright then, Ricoto it is."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"I was tired of listening to you. You're just lucky you stepped aside at the right moment."
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
"He wouldn't have been lying to us. After all, the brigands could have just killed us there! Why would they lure us to Ricoto?"
Xuan (Dantius)
"Since when do we listen to random figures in a graveyard? We don't even know anything about her!"
Casper (Rowen)
"Since when do we listen to you?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Would someone please heal the damn dog?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I take ten to heal the dog.
DM (Nioca)
Iliau quickly heals the dog's frostbite, bringing it back to full at no cost.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Thank you."
Xuan (Dantius)
"You don't! You do the exact opposite, since you know that I'm untrustworthy! But we don't know whether she was trustworthy or not, so we have no frame of reference."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"By admitting that you are untrustworthy, you invalidate your own argument."
Harosh (Ephesos)
(pets the dachshund)
Xuan (Dantius)
"Would you like to construct a matrix of possibilities?"
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
"Why would she have lied to us?"
Xuan (Dantius)
(can I summon a long-haired white cat?)
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
"She could have easily killed us there! Why go to the trouble of tricking us?"
Casper (Rowen)
"I'm going to Ricoto, who is coming with me?"
DM (Nioca)
(Without the spell ready? That'd require stamina and a good roll.)
Xuan (Dantius)
"Why would she have told us the truth? Since when do people stake their lives on random stranger they've never met before?"
Xuan (Dantius)
(I'll take it. Roll to summon a Blofeld cat."
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"I will." I head north with Casper.
Casper (Rowen)
I stand up and start north with Iliau.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I follow Iliau and Casper, bringing the dog.
DM (Nioca)
Xuan gathers his energies together and reads from his spellbook, but can't quite get an actual cat. He does get a pile of white fur though. (1 stamina)
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
I follow to the north.
Xuan (Dantius)
I frown and follow north. "I don't think this is a good idea" I mutter under my breath
DM (Nioca)
You push north through the woods without further incident (from outside sources, anyway).
Eventually, you exit the woods on a flat, featureless plain of snow...
Xuan (Dantius)
(I saw what you did thar)
DM (Nioca)
In the distance, you see small hills, but here, it seems entirely flat, save for some cart tracks.
This area seems somewhat traveled.
Harosh (Ephesos)
What time of day is it?
Casper (Rowen)
I follow the tracks.
DM (Nioca)
It's currently morning.
Harosh (Ephesos)
Okay, then nevermind.
DM (Nioca)
As you walk, you realize you're on ice. You must have gone a bit further east then you realized... you're on the lake.
Fortunately, the ice seems very stable.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Let's... try to get off the lake."
DM (Nioca)
As morning fades to late morning, you hear the sounds of something approaching from behind.
Harosh (Ephesos)
Whirl around to check.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
Xuan (Dantius)
"See the advantage of being able to spot your enemies?"
I look as well, but more nonchalantly
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
(hahaha)
I look as well.
Harosh (Ephesos)
(xtreeeeeme nonchalance!)
Spectator (Sarachim)
(It's like the opening of Reservoir Dogs, he's so nonchalant.)
DM (Nioca)
Harosh and Xuan easily spot the covered wagon approaching. Xuan does so with such nonchalance that he appears to be in some sort of zen state.
Harosh (Ephesos)
Does it look familiar?
DM (Nioca)
The wagon doesn't look familiar, nor does the white horse pulling it.
Casper (Rowen)
"I'm going to see if I can't get a ride to Ricoto. I'm not a fan of all this walking in the snow."
Xuan (Dantius)
"Oh dear."
Casper (Rowen)
I turn and start walking towards the wagon.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I watch calmly.
Xuan (Dantius)
"DAMMIT!"
"Erika, you'd better hide."
"It's Wallo"
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
"Oh, crap..."
is there anywhere to hide?
DM (Nioca)
There's trees nearby.
Xuan (Dantius)
"Go! Go!"
I shove Erika toward the trees
Casper (Rowen)
I stop walking and look back at Xuan, "Wallo? The one from the inn?"
Xuan (Dantius)
"The one Erika robbed? Yes."
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
"Wait. I want to talk to him."
DM (Nioca)
The wagon is pulling closer.
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
(do we know the name of the dragonborn who told us about Ricoto?)
DM (Nioca)
(No)
Casper (Rowen)
"Lets go together then Erika, I got your back."
DM (Nioca)
The wagon pulls up and comes to a stop. Sure enough, the lacewing Wallo climbs out of the wagon.
Wallo (NPC)
"Well. Fancy meeting you fine folks out here."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Hello, Wallo."
Harosh (Ephesos)
I wave.
Xuan (Dantius)
I smile
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
I smile uncertainly.
Xuan (Dantius)
"Hello Wallo."
Casper (Rowen)
"Hail."
Xuan (Dantius)
"HEIL!"
DM (Nioca)
He gives Xuan an odd look. People giving Xuan odd looks is starting to become commonplace.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Where are you headed, Wallo?"
Wallo (NPC)
"Me? Well, immediate healing always brings in a fine copper, but it doesn't always pay reliably. So, I thought I'd make a delivery to Ricoto."
"What brings you out here in this frosty wasteland?"
Xuan (Dantius)
(for the reference, I'm calling him as the ultimate thief of the that elf's jewels)
"We were traveling to Ricoto on a tip."
Casper (Rowen)
"Ricoto? Can I come along? I'll keep any bandits from getting you or your goods." I twirl my knifes for show.
Wallo (NPC)
"Ah. I thought you might be fleeing from the law. You made quite an impression in Thane..."
Xuan (Dantius)
"Wellll..."
Wallo (NPC)
"But if you want a lift, hop in. There's plenty of room."
Xuan (Dantius)
I twirl my mustache
(for show)
Harosh (Ephesos)
"That would be wonderful."
Xuan (Dantius)
"Of course."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I climb into the wagon.
Casper (Rowen)
I hop climb up next to Wallo.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I do so as well, making sure the dog gets in okay.
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
I climb aboard and address Wallo.
Xuan (Dantius)
I hop on, preferably in a position where I can see everyone else
Especially Iliau
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"The fact that bandits wanted to kill us is really more of an issue than the fact that the guards were extorting us."
DM (Nioca)
As you clamber aboard, Wallo seems to make some adjustments to the reigns.
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
"I have a question."
DM (Nioca)
He mutters something, and a second horse appears in a poof of smoke, as white as the first.
Casper (Rowen)
"Everything okay Wallo?"
DM (Nioca)
He attaches the new horse to the wagon's reigns.
Wallo (NPC)
"Yeah, just needed to compensate for the extra load."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Hm. Well done."
Casper (Rowen)
"Well, that is a very fine trick indeed."
Wallo (Nioca)
"And go ahead, Erika."
"Thank you."
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
"We met a mysterious dragonborn."
Wallo (Nioca)
"Ah, so Pareska really did meet with you, did she?"
Xuan (Dantius)
"Tell us about her."
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
I nod, surprised. "Does she cough a lot?"
Wallo (NPC)
"An old friend from way back. Got hit with some sort of curse I'd never seen before."
"It took all of my skill to keep her alive, and I still couldn't repair all the damage."
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
"Oh. Well, that answers my question."
DM (Nioca)
He urges the horses forward, and the wagon starts moving.
He glances at Casper.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I fall asleep in the wagon.
Wallo (NPC)
"Looks like you were on the receiving end of something similar..."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Reat."
"Well, this is going to be fun."
DM (Nioca)
He nods.
Wallo (NPC)
"Reat."
Casper (Rowen)
"We met some of his lackeys yesterday and this morning. Rather interesting bunch, those who lived at least."
Wallo (NPC)
"Yeah... I'd like to know what he's doing, that's for sure. It's almost like he's rallying an army of brigands."
"I'd pay good money to find out what he's up to."
Casper (Rowen)
"How much would you pay?"
Wallo (NPC)
"A lot, but unless you actually know, the point's a bit moot."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"I don't suppose you know any spells that would help deflect or weaken Reat's curses?"
"I'm thinking I could use one of those."
DM (Nioca)
The cart trudges on, entering gentle mounds of snow.
Wallo (NPC)
"Only that the curse should be lifted as soon as possible."
Casper (Rowen)
"Oh, I will find out. 5000 gold pieces and I'll find out more then you ever wanted to know."
Wallo (NPC)
"It causes blisters across one's entire body. Which seems harmless enough, until you realize those blisters are forming inside one's body too."
"5000 gold? What do you take me for? I'm a traveling healer, not a moneylender."
Casper (Rowen)
"3000 and teach me that trick with making the horses pop out of no where trick and we have a deal."
Xuan (Dantius)
"You don't have three thousand gold. I don't think duping him will make much a difference"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I shake my head.
Casper (Rowen)
"I mean, if you can make a horse pop out of no where you can make gold pop out of no where too."
Xuan (Dantius)
"And frankly, I can't image what would posses you to spend 3000 gold on a cantrip to make horses appear"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"We're all going to die when we Ricoto. Can you tell why?"
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
I roll my eyes at Xuan.
Wallo (NPC)
"In more ways than one." Wallo replies darkly.
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
"He's not giving him 3000 gold, he's asking for it."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"I don't suppose you know any more about Reat than Pareska did."
Wallo (NPC)
He shakes his head. "Less, in fact."
"I mostly only know what Reat did to Pareska."
"Never had the good fortune of meeting Reat myself."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Hah."
Casper (Rowen)
"Well let me know if you have a deal to propose yourself because I will have all the information you would ever want; down to the name of his fathers father."
Wallo (NPC)
He chuckles. "No offense, but I have sources far cheaper and more reliable than you."
Casper (Rowen)
I wink and smile at Wallo, "If you say so."
DM (Nioca)
Late morning passes into afternoon, and the walls of a small city are just visible on the horizon.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I take ten to summon a normal-sized spider to play with.
DM (Nioca)
Iliau summons a small spider.
Xuan (Dantius)
I try another roll for the Blofeld cat, since I have nothing better to do.
Casper (Rowen)
"Anything we should know before going into Ricoto?"
Wallo (NPC)
"Other than be on your best behavior?"
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
Xuan (Dantius)
(...)
DM (Nioca)
Xuan burns another stamina trying to summon a cat, and fails.
Harosh (Ephesos)
*snort*
Harosh wakes up.
"What'd I miss?"
Wallo (NPC)
"The old Lord Garth passed away recently, and has been replaced by his son."
"And the new Garth's idea of decent leadership is to impose draconian policies on the entire city."
"Crimes all the way down to disturbing the peace are punishable by beheading there. So don't push your luck."
He shakes his head.
"Personally, I'd get out of there as soon as possible."
He thinks.
Xuan (Dantius)
"Sooo, who's interested in going to Niskos now?"
Casper (Rowen)
"Sounds like more fun then a room full of Boom Squirrels."
Wallo (NPC)
"Also, try to be polite as possible, even if they're insulting you and everyone in your family line."
"And believe me..."
Xuan (Dantius)
(...)
Wallo (NPC)
He glances at Xuan and Erika.
"They probably will."
Casper (Rowen)
"Pareska pointed us to Ricoto, know any taverns that might offer up some information?"
Xuan (Dantius)
"Perhaps Erika and I should try our luck outside the city lines?"
Wallo (NPC)
"You probably won't have much luck. There's not much outside the city besides snow."
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
"I don't want to miss any of the action."
Wallo (NPC)
"Though for some people, that's enough."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"No taverns."
"I don't even know why you suggested it."
"I like my head attached to my shoulders, thanks."
DM (Nioca)
The city looms closer, and the walls are starting to look a lot more foreboding.
Casper (Rowen)
"Where are you staying for the night Wallo? I'd be willing to share the cost with you."
Wallo (NPC)
"At any rate, I'd recommend leaving the city as soon as possible. I know that's what I'm doing."
"Staying? I'm not staying inside city walls."
Casper (Rowen)
"Oh..."
Wallo (NPC)
"I'd rather try my luck in the wilderness."
Casper (Rowen)
I look at the city with a little fear.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"We can do wilderness."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Good."
Xuan (Dantius)
"Good idea. Erika and I should set up camp, and not go inside. You can scout for info inside."
Casper (Rowen)
"Pareska told us about Ricoto for some reason, I hope we can find out what it was."
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
"No way I'm going to miss all the excitement"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"If you're the one who can supposedly negotiate, you're coming with us."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Oh, goody."
DM (Nioca)
The cart approaches the city gates, and you can see guards milling about inside.
Casper (Rowen)
"I'm willing to try to dig up some info but if any of you get in trouble I'm helping the new Lord chop off your head if it means keeping mine." I look at Xuan.
DM (Nioca)
Eventually, a guard signals the wagon to stop outside the gates.
Xuan (Dantius)
"At the very least I want a contingency plan, in case things go south."
Ricoto Gate Guard (NPC)
"Name and purpose of visit?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Yes, of course. If things go south, we go south."
DM (Nioca)
Wallo shifts uncomfortably.
Wallo (NPC)
"Yes, the name's Thoth Kaverone. I'm delivering healing potions to the temple of Sliros."
DM (Nioca)
The guard pauses for a moment.
Ricoto Gate Guard (NPC)
"And what's with the entourage?"
He motions at your group.
Xuan (Dantius)
(whisper)"How about we rendezvous at the camp we were just at?"
Casper (Rowen)
"I was enlisted to protect Thoth and his goods."
Xuan (Dantius)
"Same here. We're caravan guards- the roads between here and Thane are very dangerous"
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
DM (Nioca)
The guard nods.
Ricoto Gate Guard (NPC)
"Mr... Khoth, is it? Make sure to keep your humans under control. We don't want any trouble here."
DM (Nioca)
He makes a motion to someone inside the guardhouse, and the gate opens.
The wagon passes inside uneventfully.
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
I bite my lip.
DM (Nioca)
Wallo stops the wagon inside the gate, and makes sure the guards aren't looking.
Xuan (Dantius)
I begin swearing softly in a foreign language
Wallo (NPC)
"I think this is where you and I must part ways."
"I bid your endeavors luck."
Xuan (Dantius)
"And yours as well"
Casper (Rowen)
"I hope we see you again."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Likewise."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Bye"
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
"farewell."
Wallo (NPC)
"I hope to see you again as well... Farewell."
Casper (Rowen)
I pass him a gold piece, "Thanks for the ride."
DM (Nioca)
He takes the gold, smiles, and urges his wagon further into the city.
Xuan (Dantius)
I bend my head down, rumple my robes and do my best to look submissive and stupid (roll for disguise?)
DM (Nioca)
Nah.
Casper (Rowen)
"Well lets stay together, stay quiet and listen with our ears not our mouths unless we need to."
DM (Nioca)
Oddly enough, the city itself looks rather cheery. People bustle about on the streets, attending their day-to-day business.
Xuan (Dantius)
"No taverns. Absolutely not."
"So where do we go?"
Casper (Rowen)
I use my streetwise to try to find where the town market center is.
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Casper (Rowen)
(...)
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
(hahah)
DM (Nioca)
You learn that the market center is just down the street, near the city docks, tavern, and palace.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I head towards the marketplace.
Casper (Rowen)
I do as well.
Looking for a clothing store as I go.
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
I go too.
DM (Nioca)
You head to the market center, thankfully attracting little attention. Most people seem too busy to pay you any attention.
Casper (Rowen)
(I guess it would be called a tailer store, no?)
DM (Nioca)
(Tailor)
Xuan (Dantius)
I look for a human tailor (either one that serves humans or that has a human tailor)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I look for a sage who can identify my items.
DM (Nioca)
You spot a small market stand showing off various clothing items.
Streetwise, Iliau?
DICE
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
Casper (Rowen)
I go to the stand and brows the good looking for a pair of pants, shirt, and undergarments.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I head towards the sage's place.
DM (Nioca)
The stand's owner, a gruff-looking dwarf, watches you.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Anyone else want to come along?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
I follow Iliau, contemplating the club and rapier I've been hanging onto.
Clothing Vendor (NPC)
"Pants, shirt, and undergarments? That'll be 25 silvers total."
Casper (Rowen)
"Sounds fair." I hand over the 25 silvers.
DM (Nioca)
He hands you your new clothing.
Xuan (Dantius)
(too late to follow Iliau? I got distracted.)
DM (Nioca)
(You can follow)
Xuan (Dantius)
(I do.)
Casper (Rowen)
"Could you by chance recommend a shoe maker?"
DM (Nioca)
Iliau, Harosh, and Xuan, meanwhile, finds their way to a rather run-down home.
Clothing Vendor (NPC)
"Shoemaker?" The tailor responds. "Not that I'm aware of."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I step inside the house.
Casper (Rowen)
"Well, thank you for your time. Good day." I respond politely to the dwarf.
DM (Nioca)
Iliau, Harosh, and Xuan are greeted by a rather frantic-looking elf.
Elven Sage (NPC)
"Oh, hi! How do you do! What brings you to my fine little home! Do you like tea!"
Xuan (Dantius)
"I love tea. Do you have any green tea?"
DM (Nioca)
His voice is nasal and grates on the ears slightly.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"No thanks. You can identify items, right?"
DM (Nioca)
At the mention of tea, he runs to the back. Soon, he brings out a cup of tea and hands it to Xuan.
Elven Sage (NPC)
"Yes! I can! You brought what you want identified?! I can identify it!"
Xuan (Dantius)
I examine the tea, and then drink it. What does it taste like?
DM (Nioca)
He seems enthusiastic.
The tea is cold and tastes like regular tea.
Alright, Sarachim in for Erika.
Erika (Sarachim)
(Just give me a moment to catch up, then I'll be in.)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"How much will it cost?"
Elven Sage (NPC)
"Depends on the item! The rarer it is, the more expensive the identification!"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Hmm. Alright."
I start by handing over the odd ring.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I fork over the club and the rapier.
DM (Nioca)
He mutters what sounds like a chant over the items.
Elven Sage (NPC)
"The club and rapier are 1 gold apiece, the ring is 10 gold!"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"...we need to kill Xuan and get a sage in our group."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Eh, fair enough."
I hand over the 2 gold.
"Nothing special, I assume?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I hand over the ten coins.
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
Elven Sage (NPC)
"Nope! It's rapier and a club! The club's pretty big though!"
Harosh (Ephesos)
(muttered) "Thanks."
I set out to find somewhere to sell them.
DM (Nioca)
He looks at the ring more closely.
Elven Sage (NPC)
"It's an enchanted ring! Helps keep the wearer healthy!"
Xuan (Dantius)
(I suppose I could always pick up a few levels of sage-ness or item lore or whatever)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"I just paid ten gold. You'd better be more specific than that."
DM (Nioca)
He pauses.
Elven Sage (NPC)
"Basically, it helps the wearer resist illnesses!"
Xuan (Dantius)
I finish my tea "Delicious."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"All right. Now, how much for the orb." I hand it over and take the ring back.
I put it on.
DM (Nioca)
He examines the orb.
Elven Sage (NPC)
"Three gold!"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Fair enough."
Elven Sage (NPC)
"It's a Confounding Orb! When it's smashed against the ground, it releases vapours that render anyone who inhales them dumb!"
Xuan (Dantius)
"Ooh, can I have that, Iliau?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"No."
Xuan (Dantius)
"I'll pay, if you insist."
Elven Sage (NPC)
"Is there anything else!"
Xuan (Dantius)
"Yes."
I lay the sword, the horn, and the small berry on the table.
"How much for these?"
DM (Nioca)
He glances at them.
Elven Sage (NPC)
"One gold apiece!"
Xuan (Dantius)
I shrug. "Sure."
Elven Sage (NPC)
"Well... That's a sword. That's a horn. And that's a Snow Berry. Very nutritious, those are."
"It's said that one snow berry can hold a person over for an entire day."
Xuan (Dantius)
I pocket the items. "Thank you. What other services do you offer?"
DM (Nioca)
He thinks for a moment.
Elven Sage (NPC)
"Really, this is it."
Xuan (Dantius)
"So you don't teach spells?"
"Or sell interesting items?"
Elven Sage (NPC)
"Goodness, no! I'm not a merchant, and I don't have the attention span to teach!"
Xuan (Dantius)
"Very well." I hand him the three gold.
Elven Sage (NPC)
He takes the gold. "Thank you!"
Xuan (Dantius)
"Are we ready to leave?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"I hope you are."
Erika (Sarachim)
From outside: "I hope so too!"
Harosh (Ephesos)
Any luck finding someone to buy the mace/rapier?
Xuan (Dantius)
"I'm ready. But I would still like to get some more things beyond identifications."
DM (Nioca)
Not yet, but to be honest, I was a bit distracted between this and Casper.
But Streetwise it if you want.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
DM (Nioca)
...
Harosh (Ephesos)
(...)
Xuan (Dantius)
I follow Eph to wherever he's selling stuff.
Harosh (Ephesos)
(No, I left while you were still in there.)
DM (Nioca)
Harosh easily finds someone who's trying to outfit a merchant caravan heading into the wilderness.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I ignore Xuan and hold up my flail and broadsword. "These are almost certainly not magic, but it would be good to check. Since I've already given you a lot of business, how about 1 gold for both of them?"
DM (Nioca)
He offers ten gold apiece for the club and sword.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Done deal, and I wish you luck."
Xuan (Dantius)
"Iliau, I'm going to look for some sort of junk dealer to sell some of my stuff to. Should we meet back in the main square?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"No."
Xuan (Dantius)
"As in, no, don't wander off, or no, don't meet back up with me?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Don't meet up."
Elven Sage (NPC)
"It's a flail! And a sword! You really don't know what these are?"
Xuan (Dantius)
"Ah well. The rest of the group wandered off, I see no reason I can't, as well.
Xuan (Dantius)
I leave. Streetwise for some kind of pawn shop.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"I was just checking."
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
Xuan (Dantius)
(ouch)
DM (Nioca)
Xuan has no luck finding anywhere to sell his stuff.
Erika (Sarachim)
"Hey, Iliau, you're not using that sword, are you? I can't help noticing I've got a free hand."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I leave the sage's house.
"Sure." I hand it over.
Erika (Sarachim)
"Thanks!"
(Dual-wielding is kosher, right? :P)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I look for a provisioner. (Streetwise)
DICE
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
DM (Nioca)
(Yeah)
Erika (Sarachim)
(Sweet. Duck's gonna owe me one.)
DM (Nioca)
Iliau looks around, and eventually finds a rather seedy-looking provisioner.
Erika (Sarachim)
I follow Iliau around as ze shops.
Harosh (Ephesos)
As long as I'm still wandering around on my own, I'm gonna try my luck with provisions as well.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
(Glad I'm not allergic to wheat, then. :P )
I examine what the provisioner has for sale.
DM (Nioca)
Mostly some stale-looking bread.
Harosh finds the same provisioner.
Erika (Sarachim)
"I think we can do better." Streetwise for a good provisioner:
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I help.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I'll assist as well.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
DICE
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
DM (Nioca)
The only other place in town you can find food is the local tavern.
Erika (Sarachim)
"Even pub food would be an improvement."
Seedy Provisioner (NPC)
"I'm right here, y'know."
Erika (Sarachim)
"The customer is always right."
Xuan (Dantius)
I try to locate the tavern that the rest are at (Streetwise)
Erika (Sarachim)
(I think we're still at the provisioner.)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
(Aw, crud. I forgot I had a potion too. :P )
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Harosh (Ephesos)
(muttered) "I'm all for the tavern."
DM (Nioca)
Xuan easily finds his way to the local tavern, which is named Bubblys. Odd.
Erika (Sarachim)
To Harosh: "Agreed." I go to the tavern.
"Oh, it's you."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I leave the provisioner and wander around the marketplace.
Xuan (Dantius)
"You're late. What, did you visit every provisioner in the city?"
Erika (Sarachim)
"Apparently, there's only one, and he's dismal."
DM (Nioca)
Iliau wanders the marketplace aimlessly.
Erika (Sarachim)
"I don't know how the city functions that way, but there it is."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
While I'm wandering, I listen for any gossip relating to what's currently happening in the city or about bandits. (Streetwise)
DICE
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
DM (Nioca)
You hear the usual. Gossip about nobles, about traveling. Some things about a cat.
Erika (Sarachim)
A cat, you say? I listen closer.
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
Xuan (Dantius)
I listen closer about this cat
DM (Nioca)
Apparently, it's Lord Garth's cat. Who's known to be a bit of a celebrity around town.
His most recent exploits involve stealing footwear.
Erika (Sarachim)
"So. Tavern. Food." I look around for a barman or waiter or whatever they have,
DM (Nioca)
The chatter of the tavern continues around you.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I keep wandering and listening, though I make my way slowly towards the tavern.
DM (Nioca)
The tavern-keeper greets you.
DICE
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
(Streetwise for gossip)
Tavern-Keeper (NPC)
"Hello. What'll it be?"
Xuan (Dantius)
I chat up one of the humans I see in the tavern for info (diplomacy)
Erika (Sarachim)
"What've you got to keep travelers going?"
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Xuan (Dantius)
I head back to the corner that Harosh is in.
DICE
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 1
Tavern-Keeper (NPC)
"Well, we've got your basic rations. Nothing tasty, but it'll keep you going."
Erika (Sarachim)
"Sounds good." (How much do we need, guys?)
Tavern-Keeper (Nioca)
"6 silvers a packet"
Xuan (Dantius)
(one here)
DM (Nioca)
Iliau enters the tavern.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
(...who has the dog?)
Erika (Sarachim)
To myself: "Five people, figure five days each. Plus one for the dog..."
Xuan (Dantius)
(mmmm, tasty!)
DM (Nioca)
(Harosh has the dog)
Erika (Sarachim)
"One fifty-six. One moment, please."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Learned anything while you're here?"
Xuan (Dantius)
Since we seem to be doing nothing but waiting, I take another shot at the white cat. Three stamina this time.
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
Erika (Sarachim)
(What's the ratio of gold, silver, and copper?)
DM (Nioca)
(1-10-100)
Erika (Sarachim)
(Thanks.)
"Xuan, lend me two gold?"
Xuan (Dantius)
"Sure. Here you go."
DM (Nioca)
Xuan summons a magnificent white cat at the cost of three stamina.
Erika (Sarachim)
"Wait, I'm sorry, I miscounted. 15."
"Come to think of it, that sounds expensive, doesn't it?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
(sorry, back, finally)
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
Harosh (Ephesos)
I give the dog a biscuit, and slap a gold on the counter for the drink and for the biscuit. I'm assuming they have biscuits.
DM (Nioca)
They do.
Xuan (Dantius)
I begin petting the cat in my lap.
"I shall name you Sun Tzu. Or Mr. Bigglesworth. What do you think?"
"Perhaps even... Fluffy."
Casper (Rowen)
(*Eyeroll*)
Erika (Sarachim)
"Ahem. Guys, chip in for food. It costs more than I have."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Buying food, Erika?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Oh, how much?"
Erika (Sarachim)
"Yes, I am. But I am inexplicably poor, so it's a slow process."
Xuan (Dantius)
"You don't honestly expect me to bankroll this entire expedition, do you?" I flip him one of my 20-gp gems
Erika (Sarachim)
"It's 156 silvers for five days' worth. Divide it however."
DM (Nioca)
The tavern-keeper takes the gem and hands over the food.
Erika (Sarachim)
And change!
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Ah. Well then, if Xuan will be so kind..."
Xuan (Dantius)
"What, no change?"
Tavern-Keeper (NPC)
"I assumed it was exact change..."
Xuan (Dantius)
"I had those gems evaluated by a profession jeweler in the capital. They're each worth nearly 30 gold apiece!" (bluff)
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
Harosh (Ephesos)
(what capital are you talking about?)
Erika (Sarachim)
(Oh, so we've got 20 gp's worth of food? Or did we get gypped?)
Casper (Rowen)
(Wow.)
Xuan (Dantius)
(It's a bluff.)
Tavern-Keeper (NPC)
"My apologies, I'll get your change right away..."
DM (Nioca)
He wanders off to the counter.
Harosh (Ephesos)
(Muttered) "I have a bad feeling about this for some reason."
DM (Nioca)
He returns with 14 gold and 4 silvers.
Erika (Sarachim)
"I'm not crazy about it, either."
Xuan (Dantius)
(How much gold do I have now? I know I have three of those gems, but I've lost track of the gold itself)
I take the gold and pocket it.
DM (Nioca)
(65.40 gold)
Xuan (Dantius)
(Sweet!)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I buy a packet of food for myself to replace the one we ate while traveling.
Erika (Sarachim)
"Don't bother, we're stocked up."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Lovely... thank you, Erika."
Erika (Sarachim)
"Thank Xuan. I just talk."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I shrug.
Xuan (Dantius)
"I heard an interesting tidbit while chatting up a patron today"
Erika (Sarachim)
"Oh?"
"Is there someone else we can cheat?"
Xuan (Dantius)
"Apparently the ship called the Southern Star is attempting to leave the port post-haste."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Sounds like a lead."
Erika (Sarachim)
"Do you know if we can get aboard and look around?"
Xuan (Dantius)
"I don't even know where the port district is, frankly."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Then I suggest we go look for it."
Erika (Sarachim)
Streetwise on that:
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
Xuan (Dantius)
"Sailors are notoriously loose-lipped if we can get one drunk. I suggest we find one, ply him with liquor, and then interrogate him" (said quietly)
DM (Nioca)
You suspect it might be down by the water where all the large ships are.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I head towards the port district.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I sigh and head towards the water, keeping the dog with me.
Erika (Sarachim)
I follow.
Xuan (Dantius)
I follow, making sure the cat follows.
DM (Nioca)
You head down to the docks.
Several ship are currently moored here, most of them large frigates built for carrying cargo from one island to the next.
Harosh (Ephesos)
Perception to look for the Southern Star.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Harosh (Ephesos)
(...)
Erika (Sarachim)
(Wow, we're gonna find the hell out of it.)
DM (Nioca)
You easily spot the Southern Star. A large, rugged looking frigate, that looks like it's almost set to leave port.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
(Back)
Xuan (Dantius)
"I'm leery of stowing aboard. What do you suggest we do?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
I head on down to the ship, inexplicably dejected.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I look for any guards hanging around the ship. (Perception)
DICE
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 1
DM (Nioca)
(Isn't that your second fumble in a row?)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
(I think so.)
Harosh (Ephesos)
(the crit should cancel the fumble...)
DM (Nioca)
Iliau trips and falls into the water.
Erika (Sarachim)
"Man overboard!"
Xuan (Dantius)
I look down disapprovingly at Iliau, careful to ensure my back is not near any other players
Harosh (Ephesos)
Extend shovel, help Iliau.
Xuan (Dantius)
"Need help?"
"...or not."
Erika (Sarachim)
While they do that, I look around for an officer or a mate. Perception.
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
At least it's not the pond of doom, right?
I take hold of the shovel.
And climb back onto the dock.
DM (Nioca)
Iliau is pulled back onto the dock.
Xuan (Dantius)
I step back from the water.
Casper rejoins the party.
Xuan (Dantius)
Preferably a long way back.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Where on earth were you, Casper?"
Xuan (Dantius)
"Right. What are our options?"
DM (Nioca)
You don't spot an officer or mate anywhere around here.
Erika (Sarachim)
"I say we talk our way aboard."
Casper (Rowen)
"And a good day to you too Harosh." I smile and spin around, showing off all my new plate breastplate while I flash my new steel knifes.
Xuan (Dantius)
"We can't stow away, and I can't think of any way to stop it short of setting something on fire or killing someone. I suppose we could bribe a bureaucrat to stop it, but that would be prohibitively expensive"
"What if we had Erika slip aboard?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Did anyone else look for guards?"
I wring water out of my robe.
Casper (Rowen)
"Slip aboard what? What is going on and why are we at the docks?"
Xuan (Dantius)
I search around for guards on the ship
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Xuan (Dantius)
"We heard a lead that this ship is trying to leave with unusual speed. We thought it might have something to do with the theft."
"Hmm. Guards are everywhere. It's not looking good for us sneaking aboard"
Casper (Rowen)
"I see, no one I met knew anything about the bandits other then they meet a swift death here in Ricoto."
Erika (Sarachim)
"If we could stall the ship, one of us could go tell Lord Garth that there are stolen goods on board."
Xuan (Dantius)
"On the other hand, the amount of guards virtually confirm something important is on board. Any other ideas?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Has anyone thought about just asking?"
I go approach the person nearest the Southern Star who looks like an official, but not a guard.
Xuan (Dantius)
"I doubt that would do much good."
DM (Nioca)
There's a dwarf that's ordering some of the crew around. You approach without incident.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Excuse me, but is this ship taking on passengers?"
Xuan (Dantius)
I hang back a ways and watch from a bit of a further distance.
DM (Nioca)
The dwarf examines you for a moment.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I do my best to look passable.
Dwarven Official (NPC)
"Ah... No, I'm afraid not. We're already pretty weighted down for cargo, and we only just go clearance for the trip."
"Taking on a passenger would mean running it past customs all over again, and... yeah, we're just trying to leave port as soon as possible."
She looks apologetic.
DM (Nioca)
Perception check.
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Well, do you need any help? Guards, perhaps?"
Erika (Sarachim)
"Iliau, look sharp."
"Guards coming."
I try to slip away stealthily.
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 1
Casper (Rowen)
(Whisper to the party)"We got company, and fast."
Harosh (Ephesos)
(...)
Xuan (Dantius)
I look around for a place to conceal myself. Failing that, a place where we would have a firm tactical advantage
(perception)
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Casper (Rowen)
I wander off from the others so it doesn't look like I am with them.
DM (Nioca)
You find a few places, but it's rendered moot when Erika winds up panicking, running around like crazy for a moment, and then slamming into an oncoming guard.
The guards step up to Iliau.
Ricoto Guard (NPC)
"You! A witness claims that you are slandering the good Lord Garth's name! What do you have to say for yourself?"
Erika (Sarachim)
Bluff: "Officer, I have been with this lacewing all day, and I can assure you that this charge is completely unfounded." 
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
Harosh (Ephesos)
(Is still talking to the dwarf.)
Ricoto Guard (NPC)
"Ah, so you claim to be with the lacewing?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"I was merely recounting the many injustices Niskos has committed against Ricoto. I'm terribly sorry if it sounded otherwise."
DM (Nioca)
The guards do not look convinced.
Ricoto Guard (NPC)
"We'll be keeping an eye on you..."
DM (Nioca)
They slowly move away.
The dwarf official looks unnerved.
Erika (Sarachim)
"What was that all about?"
Xuan (Dantius)
I whisper to Iliau "What on earth did you do? Now they're watching us! Fool!"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Well, it probably didn't help that the only person trying to help me out was a human."
Casper (Rowen)
I wonder back to the group.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Um... as you can see, my friends are not very keen on staying in Ricoto much longer either. And we would be more than willing to earn our passage by our labor."
Dwarven Naval Official (NPC)
Finally, the dwarf resumes speaking. "No, we're not hiring guards, and if we were, it wouldn't be a fugitive of Ricoto."
Harosh (Ephesos)
...crap.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
(What time of day is it?)
Casper (Rowen)
(Whisper)"I think that who ever set the guards on us was one of the Ricoto locals."
Erika (Sarachim)
I approach the dwarf: "What if we wanted to ship some cargo? It'd be a small package."
DM (Nioca)
(late evening)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Your deduction is correct. Lord Garth is apparently well liked."
DM (Nioca)
The dwarf shakes her head.
Xuan (Dantius)
(w)"But who? The sage? The bartender?"
Dwarven Naval Official (NPC)
"I'm sorry, I think I really must get back to my duties."
She meanders away, doing her best to ignore you.
Casper (Rowen)
(Whispers to Iliau)"What did you say?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
I return to the party.
"Well, that's unfortunate."
Xuan (Dantius)
"Wait. What if we figured out where the ship was going and tried to head it off by land?"
Erika (Sarachim)
"It could be crossing the ocean."
"What if we hire pirates?"
Xuan (Dantius)
"We can hire pirates?"
Casper (Rowen)
"I think we should get out of town and soon."
Erika (Sarachim)
"Well, in theory. I've never actually met any. But it's something we could pursue."
Xuan (Dantius)
"What if we followed it in another boat?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Any discreet pursuit ship would be wonderful."
Casper (Rowen)
I give Erika a doubtful look. "And you are going to find pirate here in Ricoto?"
Xuan (Dantius)
"Even better, does anyone have a tracking spell?"
Erika (Sarachim)
"Can any of you lot sail?"
Xuan (Dantius)
"Harosh, do you have some sort of intimate connection with the dog's mind? As in, can you sense where it is?"
"No one would pay any attention to a dog onboard a ship"
"Then, you could track it and know the ship's location!"
Erika (Sarachim)
"Sure they would. They'd wonder how it got there."
Xuan (Dantius)
"Nonsense. Dogs and cats are welcome aboard a ship; they eat the rats"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Is the ship leaving tonight?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
I give Xuan a look of utter confusion.
Casper (Rowen)
"Well, I don't think we are getting on that ship. If we tried to force our way we would get killed. Maybe we should try for other leads?"
Xuan (Dantius)
"What? You have a better idea?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"And do we know where the ship is sailing to?"
Xuan (Dantius)
"I am trying for better leads. I've just had about five ideas not involving us being on that ship."
Casper (Rowen)
"Five ideas about that ship are not new leads."
Xuan (Dantius)
"No. We can find out where we think the ship is sailing to. If it really has stolen jewels onboard, why would it go where it says it's going?"
DM (Nioca)
Side note here: You sincerely doubt the ship is leaving tonight.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I go and take a look around the harbor, trying to pick up any leads about other ships that will be heading out in the near future. Preferably of the smaller variety.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Harosh (Ephesos)
(Streetwise)
Harosh (Ephesos)
(I really, really should not be the one to be making these streetwise rolls...)
Casper (Rowen)
I go with Harosh and help out with the streetwise.
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Xuan (Dantius)
I try to chat up some sailors with Diplomacy
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
DM (Nioca)
Xuan's attempts are awkward and cringeworthy.
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
(I can take over now)
Harosh (Ephesos)
I return to the party with a smile on my face.
"The Periot is currently sitting idle in the harbor, with no goal in mind."
I point out the ship.
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
Xuan (Dantius)
"And do you have any plans as to how to commandeer the ship? I presume that we can't afford to buy or rent it."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"I did not ask yet."
Xuan (Dantius)
"Besides, aren't we forgetting something?"
Casper (Rowen)
I wander back to the party. "Why are you wanting to commandeer the ship? Are you always this extreme in all of your dealings?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"I'm sure you're going to tell us what that is."
Xuan (Dantius)
"On the open sea, there's nowhere to hide. They'd know we are following them."
Harosh (Ephesos)
(Muttered) "At least I'm trying..."
Xuan (Dantius)
"I have a idea now. A good one, and a practical one."
DM (Nioca)
Thankfully, you blend into the crowd enough that you aren't immediately noticeable. A blessing, since you just spotted someone you very much wouldn't like to meet again.
Sam, the dragonborn brigand you met back at the abandoned camp, is guiding the wagon he loaded earlier toward the Southern Star.
You notice several crew members disembarking to help with the new arrival.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"This is either our best opportunity, or a horrible idea waiting to happen."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
(The arrival of Sam?)
Casper (Rowen)
"Mariona's mercy." I breath under my breath as I watch Sam.
I check the rest of the docks for his other companions. (Perception)
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
DM (Nioca)
As you watch, a goblin peeks out from over the deck of the ship, speaking in a high, wheezy voice.
Reat (NPC)
"What took you so long?"
Sam (NPC)
Sam cringes.
"I've got some bad news... We've lost the map."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"That'll be Reat, I take it."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I try to get a good look at the goblin without being seen.
(Perception)
DICE
Iliau rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Xuan (Dantius)
I whisper to the party: "Erika and I will sneak in under the cover of darkness. We can swim or take a dinghy from a piece outside the views of the guards. I can burn a hole above the waterline, and Erika can go in and scout it out. Meanwhile, some of you will create a diversion on the docks. If she finds the jewels, she grabs it and we flee. If not, we can escape and rest assured that a large hole should delay the departure enough for us to come up with a better plan"
Sam (NPC)
"The camp was attacked while we were gone."
Harosh (Ephesos)
I do my best not to be seen. (take 10 on stealth)
"...also, why are we always the diversion group?"
Reat (NPC)
The goblin snarls.
"You. lost. the map?"
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
"I'd prefer not risking my life, but if no one has a better plan..."
Reat (NPC)
"Do you have a death wish?"
DM (Nioca)
Sam steps back, frightened.
Xuan (Dantius)
"Because you can neither talk your way out nor sneak your way out, Harosh. Besides, it's much more convincing that two rogue humans are acting alone than that a human and an elf or lacewing are, for example."
Sam (NPC)
"Reat, it's not my fault! The camp was attacked last night, the map was stolen! There were only a few survivors left!"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Speak for yourself. I've conducted myself far more calmly than you have, at any rate."
Casper (Rowen)
(Whispers to the party)"Better idea is that we use the map to get to the spot that is marked on it before they do. I'll try to get us a ship to do it but it might be rather costly."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Or shall we recount the Ivory Stool incident again?"
DM (Nioca)
The goblin, Reat, stares at Sam.
Harosh (Ephesos)
(To Casper) "I recommend the Periot."
Reat (NPC)
"Survivors?"
DM (Nioca)
Sam nods.
Xuan (Dantius)
"What, and Iliau hasn't caused trouble? Or Erika?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Also, we should move now."
Xuan (Dantius)
"Oh dear..."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Like, now."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Yes."
Casper (Rowen)
(Back at Harosh)"I was thinking the same thing." I wink. 
Xuan (Dantius)
I slip away into the shadows. "Regroup at the marketplace."
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
"Casper, this might be our best chance. Throw a knife at Reat!"
Harosh (Ephesos)
I start shuffling away, preferably towards the Periot.
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
(whispered)
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Sam (NPC)
"Two humans, two lacewings, and an elf."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I leave the area.
Harosh (Ephesos)
(whispered) "Oh Liea..."
DM (Nioca)
You hear a screech of anger as you slip away.
Casper (Rowen)
I turn away and blend with the crowd.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
When we're all safely away, I whisper. "I almost feel sorry for Sam."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Yes. Almost."
Casper (Rowen)
I head towards the Periot.
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
"We could have killed Reat! Now we might never get a chance to do that again..."
Harosh (Ephesos)
(Hah)
DM (Nioca)
It's getting extremely late. The sun is starting to dip below the horizon.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Let's get outside for the night."
Casper (Rowen)
"I could never have made that throw what with the wind, the rock of the ship, and all the people around."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I head towards the gate.
Xuan (Dantius)
"Killing a man rarely solves a problem. Another just steps forward to take his place..."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"That sounds wise."
Xuan (Dantius)
"So, what's our plan to do with that ship?"
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
"I don't think we'll be any safer outside the city gates than in."
"We might be better off spending the night in the city, even. They'd expect the opposite."
Casper (Rowen)
"Outside? We will never get on the Periot if we are outside the city walls."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Wait, will we be able to get past the gates now? They're suspicious of us now."
Casper (Rowen)
"I don't know."
Xuan (Dantius)
"Yes, they'd expect the opposite because they presume we have enough active brain cells to not stay inside the city. We should leave discreetly."
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
"I wouldn't want to risk it."
"Reat could have spies posing as guards."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Do we need to do anything else here? We know we're not getting on that ship and even if we could I doubt we're ready to handle Reat."
"But we know the map is genuine, and important."
Xuan (Dantius)
"Best case scenario has us camping near that healer. He knows a lot he's not letting on to."
Casper (Rowen)
"So then lets get onto the Periot and beat him to the spot located on the map."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"I'm with Casper."
DM (Nioca)
The number of sailors thins out around you.
Casper (Rowen)
"Wallo is not very much liked here in Ricoto. Best to not have anything to do with him while we are here."
Xuan (Dantius)
"What does that do? It's still us versus Reat, but then he would have all the advantages that we now enjoy!"
Casper (Rowen)
"How does us getting there before him give him the advantage?"
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
"Xuan's plan does have the element of surprise. After all, who would see it coming?"
Xuan (Dantius)
"Right now, he can do nothing. He's immobilized. He has enemies from every side, and we could come from any direction."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Do we want to try and leave on the Periot tonight?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"I would be fine with that if we can manage it."
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
"It goes against my better judgment, but I say we break into the boat."
Casper (Rowen)
"And he would have the city guards on his side, otherwise they would have taken him already."
Xuan (Dantius)
"If, on the other hand, we go to him, he can see us, track us, prepare for our arrival, and enjoy a host of other nasty advantages that we now enjoy."
"Perhaps the city guards don't know about him being present. He did seem to keep a low profile."
Casper (Rowen)
I stop and look at Xuan, "And this morning you were suggesting that we not even come here but go and hide in a hole and now you expect us to still listen to you?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Hmm. Is Reat upset because he needs the map, or just because someone else has it?"
"If he needs it, we have time."
Xuan (Dantius)
"I adapt my plans as circumstances evolve. It would be foolish to keep the same plan in a different circumstance. Now that we know Reat is here and probably has the jewels, it would behoove us to act quickly"
"I think he is more concerned that the location is unknown. A dot on a map would say little to him. It would me the world to one of his enemies."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Which is why I think we should book passage on the Periot as soon as possible."
Xuan (Dantius)
"Yes, but what would we gain from facing him in his lair as opposed to here?"
"Actually, wait."
Casper (Rowen)
"Then please, go march up to Reat and demand he turn over the jewels. I'm going with Harosh and going to get passage on the Periot."
I turn and leave.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I follow.
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
I sigh and follow them.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Are we sure it's such a good idea to head back to the docks so soon?"
I follow anyway.
DM (Nioca)
You arrive back at the docks.
It's very quiet here now.
Harosh (Ephesos)
Is anyone out by the Periot?
DM (Nioca)
No one's out at all.
Casper (Rowen)
Streetwise check for a tavern where sailors might be at. A place that would match the way the Periot looks.
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
Xuan (Dantius)
(walking alongside) "We can incorporate both plans. You can purchase passage, and then we can carry out my plan. If my idea fails, we can hightail a getaway using the Periot and beat him to his hideout. Once there, we can then use the elements of surprise that now belong to us. It's a win-win situation. Except for Reat, he loses."
Harosh (Ephesos)
I'll assist Casper.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Harosh (Ephesos)
(could the people with actual training in Streetwise help out?)
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
DM (Nioca)
There's only the one tavern in town. Unlike Thane, Ricoto only needs the one.
It suddenly occurs to you that it's a little TOO quiet.
A revelation that, unfortunately, comes a bit late.
Harosh (Ephesos)
...dangit.
Casper (Rowen)
Is no one in the streets with us?
Harosh (Ephesos)
Draw shovel.
DM (Nioca)
Armed figures leap out from behind crates and take offensive positions around you. They appear to be Ricoto guardsman, though you spot some mercenaries mixed in.
Xuan (Dantius)
I summon a Crystal Shield
DM (Nioca)
A high, wheezy voice calls out.
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"I told you so."
Reat (NPC)
"Someone doesn't know when to quit."
DM (Nioca)
End session.

